arth
The Power of Earth
The Physical Realm
Your Body

Calling in Sacred Space

Groundedness

Direction: North

We invite the direction of the North and the element

Good Health
A Happy Home
Fertility in all or certain
aspects of our lives
Strength
Gratitude
Abundance
Rhythms of Life
Honor the sacredness
of our beloved Earth
and our precious bodies

of Earth - the physical realm - to our circle. With Earth
we activate our ability to gain inner knowledge from our
connection to nature. We ask to embody wholeness with Spirit
fully connected to our bodies, and for constant awareness of the
sacredness of all life. We ask to hear the deep wisdom of our body
as it assists us in maintaining good health. We learn to structure
sustainable foundations and earth-centered systems. We call on
bear, cats, dogs, horses, and all four-legged creatures that walk
the earth in harmony with her rhythm. As we develop the soul
quality of gratitude, may Earth share with us her guidance on
fertility and abundance so we may become grounded in all
endeavors. As we activate the power to stand on our own,
may we be aligned with the highest good for all.

Knowledge from Nature
Animals that walk on four legs
Gnomes
Astrological Archetypes of Taurus,
Virgo and Capricorn
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Earth Honoring Prayer

Precious Earth, the beauty of your nature uplifts
and nourishes our bodies and souls.
The majesty of your mountains reminds us
to structure and form our lives.
You remind us to take solid, grounded steps
as we build firm foundations with gratitude.
Through your ability to contain, you give us the ability
to walk, skip, and dance.
You teach us to celebrate the gift of our bodies
and the treasures of the physical realm.
With you, we are able to touch our loved ones
and to feel the tenderness of a kiss.
We open to embody wholeness as we learn to honor
the sacred in your realm.
You train us to value the deep wisdom of the body
and to tend to its needs.
Thank you for your cycles which help us align
with the organic timing of change.

Earth Blessing
Earth, with deep reverence we ask that (name or this being, this couple,
this organization) be blessed by you with the ability
to have a solid foundation in all that they bring forth.
May they be graced with Earth-honoring abundance and fertility
that ripens into a harvest so bountiful that they need to share it.
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